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June 2014 Newsletter
by Lilian Mustelier
Memorial Day always had meaning to me, it has always been a landmark for me. We have family members in each war beginning with Vietnam. I
often wondered why we have BBQ’s and such a happy attitude on a day when we ought to be sad. It appeared an oxymoron. Well, this year I
thought I would investigate this further and was surprised by my findings. On May 1st, 1865, it was discovered that 257 Soldiers were buried in a
mass grave at a Confederate Prison Camp in Charleston SC. Freed slaves recovered the remains and gave them a proper burial over a period of
two weeks. At the end of that time they had a parade to thank the Union soldiers for fighting for their freedom. 10,000 were marching, lead by close
to 3,000 black children.
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That satisfied my interest in the celebration department. Memorial Day has another meaning for me, it is my cue to travel the country, with the help
of friends and supporters, so I can film for my show: “A Visit with a Person of High Strangeness.” I was unable to do so due to health issues for the
past two years…. and there was the money issue. I am somewhat better this year and will attempt to at least cover some back roads within a
reasonable distance, finances allowing. Memorial Day marks my time-line for such trips. As it turns out, if I leave two days AFTER Memorial Day, I
manage to dodge most weather systems around the country and have safe journeys.
2014 is a totally different story in the “Weather Department.” Seasons can hardly be noticed and it has resulted in a roller-coaster of hardships for
mankind. It was nonstop.
May 7th and 8th brought a major Sandstorm in Egypt.
Snow in South Dakota.
12 planes were hit by lightening on landing in Salt Lake, Utah.
Tornadoes from Arkansas to Minnesota; New York to North Dakota.
Big landslides in Colorado and hail so big it has seldom been seen by anyone.
Earlier in the month torrential rain in WA State.
Flash-floods in Texas. Especially 102 in West Texas.
Landslides in Afghanistan.
1,000-year flooding in Eastern Europe.
Fires in California and Alaska.
Collapsing of icebergs in the Arctic.
Ring of Fire was extremely busy. Vancouver Island 6.8; Mexico 6.4 and Japan 6.8.
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Because of my “leaving 2 days after Memorial day trips” I have met many people and made many friends. Amongst one of my closest friends is Bill
Ramsey. I have mentioned him along with Earnest Richards and Tom Bearden; in fact, there was a show with Earnest’s explanation for some
things we had observed amongst the population and other species. An interview with Ernest Richards was attached to last month’s (MAY 2014)
newsletter in which he explained the work being done on subjects of Dimensions and Frequencies, Space etc.
Bill Ramsey called me on May 4th to share some exciting facts with me. At least we thought is was an exiting.
On May 3rd from 2PM, MT until May 4th 2AM, MT… Bill’s instruments with which he measures things in space registered a 180 degree change in
Earth’s Rotation. It registered the Earth 39 degrees North and 108 degrees West from where the Planet had been prior to the event.
This interferes with the binding force of the gravity field and rendered us 5-10% lighter in weight. This requires us to deduct 5-10% in weight of the
Earth and it would appear the weight of ALL inhabitants on the planet have to adjust their weight in order to maintain proper balance. Bill
speculated…meaning he was not sure… but explored the possibility that the Earth was passing through the Galaxy Center and with that opened
the possibility of accessing different dimensions. This was exiting because it explained plane crashes, increased accidents and some mudslides by
weakening the Earth’s Crust. This does not include the slides caused by fracking and weather conditions.
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With that started a strange few days. My friend Jusby the Clown posted this self explanatory SELFY on Facebook.
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People were ”depressed”, beside themselves, weepy, achy, disoriented and docile-mean-docile. Add hungry, without direction, craving sweets and
looking for security, emotionally and otherwise.
HAARP was confused for a minute.
Billy Franks JR, the Nisqually Leader/Activist died during that time, so did 5 other Elders of various tribes.
Billy was praised by President Obama for his persistence and courage in his fight for Native Fishing Rights. Billy Franks was the first person ever
to be kind to me and my children, when I moved to the US, and it was a blow to have lost him so suddenly.
http://seattletimes.com/html/localnews/2023539296_billyfrankobitxml.html
On the positive side of May 2014, President Obama appointed Diana Humetewa as the first Native American US Federal Judge in American
history. She is a member of the HOPI Tribe.
The LOST GIRLS of Nigeria have been located. We hope for a safe rescue.
First mentions of our Soldiers coming home from Afghanistan were made by our President on Memorial Day.
A new massage method is being offered in CEBU, Philippines. Four well fed Pythons will be placed around your body for a therapeutic HUG.
My FBFriend from Canada posted on my page. Richard Schabler wrote: “Thank you Lilian, I really enjoy finding these cool social waves of
information when I log in here. It seems random, but I see patterns in our behavior that hints at a huge social unity that will redefine social
governance. I have a lot to say to the world, but I’m only just finding my own voice in all this.”
American Icon Maya Angelou died on this day, May 28, 2014.
After an 8-hour work shift my Grandson Malcolm had to drive from Alma, Michigan to Cedar City, Iowa to transport a desperately needed piece of
equipment. He works on wind turbines. Because of the horrendous weather conditions it was necessary for him to make the trip uninterrupted.
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Thanks to modern technology, I was able to come along with him and guide him through the dangerous storm areas. In spirit, I sat right next to him
and took the trip with him. It reminded me of the time when I, along with 2 camera persons, left BEFORE Memorial Day and encountered 14
tornadoes. So Malcolm started his 520.4 Mile trip WEST and after loading the equipment pointed his nose EAST and drove 520.4 miles through
some of the very trying areas to make sure at one point people have uninterrupted power, while saving the Planet. OMG! I AM RELATED TO
SUPERMAN!
Love and Light,
Lilian
PS. Here is a short video showing what a 1,000-year flood looks like.
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